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ABSTRACT
Three approaches to content-and-structure XML retrieval
are analysed in this paper: first by using Zettair, a fulltext information retrieval system; second by using eXist, a
native XML database, and third by using a hybrid XML retrieval system that uses eXist to produce the final answers
from likely relevant articles retrieved by Zettair. INEX 2003
content-and-structure topics can be classified in two categories: the first retrieving full articles as final answers, and
the second retrieving more specific elements within articles
as final answers. We show that for both topic categories
our initial hybrid system improves the retrieval effectiveness
of a native XML database. For ranking the final answer
elements, we propose and evaluate a novel retrieval model
that utilises the structural relationships between the answer
elements of a native XML database and retrieves Coherent
Retrieval Elements. The final results of our experiments
show that when the XML retrieval task focusses on highly
relevant elements our hybrid XML retrieval system with the
Coherent Retrieval Elements module is 1.8 times more effective than Zettair and 3 times more effective than eXist, and
yields an effective content-and-structure XML retrieval.

Keywords
XML Information Retrieval, native XML Database, eXist,
Zettair, INEX

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper explores an effective hybrid XML retrieval approach that combines full-text information retrieval features
with XML-specific retrieval features found in a native XML
database. We focus on improving XML retrieval for contentand-structure (CAS) retrieval topics, which represent topics
that enforce constraints on the existing document structure
and explicitly specify the type of the unit of retrieval (such
as section or paragraph). A retrieval challenge for a CAS
topic is providing relevant answers to a user information
need. In our previous work [6] we investigated the impact
of different XML retrieval approaches on content-only (CO)
retrieval topics, and also proposed a hybrid system as an
effective retrieval solution. Both CAS and CO topics are
part of INEX1 , the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML
Retrieval.

two categories: the first category of topics where full articles rather than more specific elements are required to be
retrieved as final answers, and the second category of topics where more specific elements rather than full articles are
required to be retrieved as final answers.
For topics in the first category, we investigate whether a fulltext information retrieval system is capable of retrieving full
article elements as highly relevant answers. We use Zettair2
(formerly known as Lucy) as our choice for a full-text information retrieval system. Zettair is a compact and fast
full-text search engine designed and written by the Search
Engine Group at RMIT University. Although Zettair implements an efficient inverted index structure [11], the unit of
retrieval is a full article, and currently it is neither capable of
indexing and retrieving more specific elements within articles nor capable of specifying constraints on elements within
articles.
For topics in the second category, we investigate whether an
XML-specific retrieval system is capable of retrieving more
specific elements as highly relevant answers. We use eXist3 , an open source native XML database, as our choice for
an XML-specific retrieval system. eXist implements many
XML retrieval features found in most native XML databases,
such as full and partial keyword text searches and proximity functions. Two of eXist’s advanced features are efficient
index-based query processing and XPath extensions for fulltext search [3]. However, most native XML databases follow
Boolean retrieval approaches and are not capable of ranking
the final answer elements according to their estimated likelihood of relevance to the information need in a CAS retrieval
topic.

The INEX 2003 CAS retrieval topics can be classified in

Our initial experiments using a native XML database approach show a poor retrieval performance for CAS retrieval
topics. We also observe a similar retrieval behaviour for CO
retrieval topics [5, 6]. In an effort to enhance its XML retrieval effectiveness, we implement a retrieval system that
follows a hybrid XML retrieval approach. The native XML
database in our hybrid system effectively utilises the information about articles likely to be considered relevant to an
XML retrieval topic. In order to address the issue of ranking the final answer elements, we develop and evaluate a
retrieval module that for a CAS topic utilises the structural relationships found in the answer list of a native XML
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database and retrieves a ranked list of Coherent Retrieval Elements (CREs). Section 3.4 provides the definition of CREs
and highlights their importance in the XML retrieval process. Our module can equally be applied to both cases when
the logical query constraints in a CAS topic are treated as
either strict or vague, since it is capable of identifying highly
relevant answer elements at different levels of retrieval granularity.
The hybrid system and the CRE retrieval module we use in
this paper extend the system and the module we previously
proposed and evaluated for the INEX 2003 CO retrieval topics [6].

2.

ANALYSIS OF INEX 2003 TOPICS

INEX provides a means, in the form of a test collection and
corresponding scoring methods, to evaluate the effectiveness
of different XML retrieval systems. INEX uses an XML
document collection that comprises 12107 IEEE Computer
Society articles published in the period 1997-2002 with approximately 500MB of data. Each year (starting in 2002)
a new set of XML retrieval topics are introduced in INEX
which are then usually assessed by participating groups that
originally proposed the topics.
The XML retrieval task performed by the groups participating in INEX is defined as ad-hoc retrieval of XML documents. In information retrieval literature this type of retrieval involves searching a static set of documents using a
new set of topics, which represents an activity commonly
used in digital library systems.
Within the ad-hoc retrieval task, INEX defines two additional retrieval tasks: a content-only (CO) task involving
CO topics, and a content-and-structure (CAS) task involving CAS topics. A CAS topic enforces restrictions with respect to the underlying document structure by explicitly
specifying the type of the unit of retrieval, whereas a CO
topic has no such restriction on the elements retrieved. In
INEX 2003, the CAS retrieval task furthermore comprises
a SCAS sub-task and a VCAS sub-task. A SCAS sub-task
considers the structural constraints in a query to be strictly
matched, while a VCAS sub-task allows the structural constraints in a query to be treated as vague conditions.
In this paper we focus on improving XML retrieval for CAS
topics, in particular using the SCAS retrieval sub-task.

2.1 INEX CAS Topic Example
Table 1 shows the CAS topic 86 proposed by our participating group in INEX 2003. This topic searches for elements within articles (sections) focusing on electronic payment technologies implemented in mobile computing devices, such as mobile phones or handheld devices. A section
element is considered relevant if it describes technologies
that can be used to securely process electronic payments in
mobile computing devices.
Thus for a section element to be considered marginally, fairly
or highly relevant, it is very likely that it will at least contain
a combination of some important words or phrases, such as
mobile, security, electronic payment system or e-payment.
Furthermore, for the INEX XML document collection the

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”ISO-8859-1”? >
<!DOCTYPE inex topic SYSTEM ”topic.dtd”>
<inex topic topic id=”86” query type=”CAS” ct no=”107”>
<title>
//sec[about(., ’mobile electronic payment system’)]
</title>
<description>
Find sections that describe technologies for
wireless mobile electronic payment systems
at consumer level.
</description>
<narrative>
To be relevant, a section must describe securityrelated technologies that exist in electronic
payment systems that can be implemented in
hardware devices. A section should be considered
irrelevant if it describes systems that are
designed to be used in a PC or laptop.
</narrative>
<keywords>
mobile, electronic payment system,
electronic wallets, e-payment, e-cash,
wireless, m-commerce, security
</keywords>
</inex topic>
Table 1: INEX 2003 CAS Topic 86
sec, ss1 and ss2 elements are considered equivalent and
interchangeable for a CAS topic. In that sense, an XML
retrieval system should follow an effective extraction strategy
capable of producing coherent answers with the appropriate
level of retrieval granularity (such as retrieving sec rather
than ss2 elements).

2.2 INEX CAS Topic Categories
INEX 2003 introduces 30 CAS topics in total, with topic
numbers between 61 and 90. Out of the CAS topic titles,
we distinguish two categories of topics.
• The first category of topics seek to retrieve full articles
rather than more specific elements within articles as
final answers. There are 12 such topics, their numbers
being 61, 62, 63, 65, 70, 73, 75, 79, 81, 82, 87, 88. We
refer to such topics as Article topics.
• The second category of topics seek to retrieve more
specific elements within articles rather than full articles as final answers. There are 18 topics that belong
to this category. We refer to such topics as Specific
topics.

3. XML RETRIEVAL APPROACHES
Most full-text information retrieval systems ignore the information about the document structure and consider whole

documents as units of retrieval. Such retrieval systems take
queries that often represent a bag of words, where phrases or
logical query operators could also be included. The final list
of answer elements usually comprises ranked list of whole
documents sorted in a descending order according to their
estimated likelihood of relevance to the information need in
the query. Accordingly, it is expected that for CAS retrieval
topics in the first category a full-text information retrieval
system would be able to successfully retrieve highly relevant
articles.
Most native XML databases support XML-specific retrieval
technologies, such as found in XPath and XQuery. The information about the structure of the XML documents is
usually incorporated in the document index, allowing users
to query both by document content and by document structure. This allows an easy identification of elements that belong to the XML documents, either by the path they appear
in the document or by certain keywords they contain. Accordingly, it is expected that a native XML database would
be suitable for CAS retrieval topics that belong in the second
category.
In an effort to support a content-and-structure XML retrieval that combines both CAS topic categories, we develop
a hybrid XML retrieval system that uses a native XML
database to produce final answers from those documents
that are estimated as likely to be relevant by a full-text information retrieval system.
The following sections describe the XML retrieval approaches
implemented in the respective systems, together with some
open issues that arise when a particular retrieval approach
is applied.

3.1 Full-Text Information Retrieval Approach
The efficient inverted index structure is first used with Zettair
to index the INEX XML document collection. The term
postings file is stored in a compressed form on disk, so the
size of the Zettair index takes roughly 26% of the total
collection size. The time taken to index the entire INEX
collection on a system with a Pentium4 2.66GHz processor
and a 512MB RAM memory running Mandrake Linux 9.1
is around 70 seconds.

When using terms from <Title> part of INEX topics while
formulating Zettair queries, we found that a slope parameter with a value of 0.25 yields highest system effectiveness
(although when longer queries are used, such as queries that
contain terms from the <Keywords> part of INEX topics, a
different value of 0.55 would be better [6]). Consequently,
for INEX 2003 CAS topics we use the value of 0.25 for the
slope parameter in the pivoted cosine ranking formula in
Zettair.

3.2 Native XML Database Approach
With eXist, the INEX XML document collection is first indexed by using its efficient indexing scheme. This index
stores the information about the parsed elements within articles together with the information about the attributes
and all word occurrences; its size is roughly twice as big as
the total collection size. The time taken to index the entire INEX collection on a system with a Pentium 4 2.6GHz
processor and a 512MB RAM memory running Mandrake
Linux 9.1 is around 2050 seconds.
A topic translation module is used to automatically translate
an INEX CAS topic into two eXist queries: AND and OR.
For INEX CAS topics, the terms and structural constraints
that appear in the <Title> part of the CAS topic are used
to formulate eXist queries. The &= and |= query operators
are used with eXist while formulating the above queries,
respectively. The AND and OR eXist queries are depicted
in solid boxes in Figure 1 where the elements to be retrieved
are specified explicitly.
For an INEX CAS topic, our choice for the final list of answer elements comprises matching elements from the AND
answer list followed by the matching elements from the OR
answer list that do not belong to the AND answer list. If
an AND answer list is empty, the final answer list is the
same as the OR answer list. In both cases it contains (up
to) 100 matching articles or elements within articles. The
equivalent matching elements are also considered during the
retrieval process.
We observed two retrieval issues while using eXist, which
are in particular related to the XML retrieval process.
1. For an INEX CAS topic that retrieves full articles
rather than more specific elements within articles, the
list of answer elements comprises full articles that satisfy the logical query constraints. These articles are
sorted by their internal identifiers that correspond to
the order in which each article is stored in the database.
However, there is no information about the estimated
likelihood of relevance of a particular matching article
to the information need expressed in the CAS topic.

A topic translation module is used to automatically translate an INEX CAS topic into a Zettair query. For INEX
CAS topics, terms that appear in the <Title> part of the
topic are used to formulate the query. Up to 100 <article>
elements are then returned in the descending order according to their estimated likelihood of relevance to the CAS
topic. One retrieval issue when using Zettair, which is in
particular related to the XML retrieval process, is that it is
not currently capable of indexing and retrieving more specific elements within articles.
When the information retrieval task involves retrieval of
whole documents with varying lengths, the pivoted cosine
document length normalisation scheme is shown to be an
effective retrieval scheme [8]. For the INEX XML document
collection, we calculated the optimal slope parameter in the
pivoted cosine ranking formula by using a different set of
retrieval topics (those from the previous year, INEX 2002).

2. For an INEX CAS topic that retrieves more specific
elements within articles rather than full articles, the
list of answer elements comprises most specific elements that satisfy both the content and the granularity constraints in the query. eXist orders the matching elements in the answer list by the article where
they belong, according to the XQuery specification4 .
4
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Figure 1: A hybrid XML retrieval approach to INEX CAS topics.

However, there is no information whether a particular
matching element in the above list is likely to be more
relevant than other matching elements that belong to
the same article. Accordingly, ranking of matching elements within articles is also not supported.
The following sections describe our approaches that address
both of these issues.

3.3 Hybrid XML Retrieval Approach
Our hybrid system incorporates the best retrieval features
from Zettair and eXist. Figure 1 shows the hybrid XML retrieval approach as implemented in the hybrid system. We
use the CAS topic 86 throughout the example. Zettair is
first used to obtain (up to) 100 articles likely to be considered relevant to the information need expressed in the CAS
topic as into a Zettair query. For each article in the answer
list produced by Zettair, both AND and OR queries are then
applied by eXist, which produce matching elements in two
corresponding answer lists. The answer list for an INEX
CAS topic and a particular article thus comprises the article’s matching elements from the AND answer list followed
by the article’s matching elements from the OR answer list
that do not belong to the AND answer list.
The final answer list for an INEX CAS topic comprises (up
to) 100 matching elements and equivalent element tags that
belong to highly ranked articles as estimated by Zettair. The
final answer list is shown as Hybrid list in Figure 1.
Figure 1 also shows queries and other parts of our hybrid system depicted in dashed boxes, where we also explore whether
using CO-type queries could improve the CAS retrieval task.
This can equally be applied to the hybrid approach as well

as to the native XML database approach, since they both
use eXist to produce the final list of matching elements. The
next section explores this retrieval process in detail.
The hybrid XML retrieval approach addresses the first retrieval issue observed in a native XML database approach.
However, because of its modular nature we observe a loss
in efficiency. For a particular CAS topic, up to 100 articles
firstly need to be retrieved by Zettair. This article list is
then queried by eXist, one article at a time. In order to
retrieve (up to) 100 matching elements, eXist may need to
query each article in the list before it reaches this number.
Obviously, having an equally effective system that produces
its final list of answer elements much faster would be more
efficient solution. The second retrieval issue observed in a
native XML database approach still remains open, since for
a particular article our hybrid XML retrieval system also
uses eXist to produce its final list of answer elements.
The following section describes one possible approach that
addresses this issue.

3.4 Rank the Native XML Database Output
This section describes our novel retrieval module that utilises
the structural relationships between elements in the eXist’s
answer list and identifies, ranks and retrieves Coherent Retrieval Elements. Our definition of a Coherent Retrieval
Element is as follows.
“For a particular article in the final answer list, a Coherent Retrieval Element (CRE) is an element that contains
at least two matching elements, [or at least] two other Coherent Retrieval Elements, or a combination of a matching element and a Coherent Retrieval Element. In all three

Article
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ic/2000/w6074
ic/2000/w6074
ic/2000/w6074
ic/2000/w6074
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Answer element
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/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[2]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ip1[1]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[2]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[5]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[6]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]/ip1[1]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]/p[2]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[3]

Article
ic/2000/w6074
ic/2000/w6074
ic/2000/w6074

ing XML-specific heuristics are used to calculate the ranking
values of the CREs (in a descending order of importance):
1. The number of times a CRE appears in the absolute
path of each matching element in the answer list (the
more often it appears, the better);

COHERENT Retrieval Elements

2. The length of the absolute path of a CRE (the shorter
it is, the better);

article[1]

bdy[1]

sec[1]

ip1[1]

3. The ordering of the XPath sequence in the absolute
path of a CRE (nearer to beginning is better); and

sec[2]

p[2]

ip1[1]

p[2]

p[5]

sec[3]

p[6]

Rank
1
2
3

Table 3: Ranked list of Coherent Retrieval Elements

Table 2: eXist OR answer list example

MATCHING Elements

Answer element
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]
/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]

ip1[1]

sec[4]

p[2]

4. Since we are dealing with CAS retrieval task, only
CREs that satisfy the granularity constraints in a CAS
topic will be considered as answers.

p[3]

Figure 2: MATCHING Elements versus COHERENT RETRIEVAL Elements: a tree-view example.

cases, the containing elements of a Coherent Retrieval Element should constitute either its different children or each
different child’s descendants” [6].
Consider the eXist answer list shown in Table 2. The list
is a result of using the CAS topic 86 and the OR eXist
query depicted as dashed box in Figure 1. Each matching
element in the list therefore contains any combination of
query keywords. Although this example shows a retrieval
case when an OR list is used with eXist, our CRE algorithm
equally applies in the case when an AND list is used. Table 2
also shows that the matching elements in the answer list are
presented in article order.
Figure 2 shows a tree representation of the above eXist answer list. The eXist matching elements are shown in triangle boxes, while the CREs are shown in square boxes. The
figure also shows elements that represent neither matching
elements nor CREs.
We identify one specific case, however. If an answer list contains only one matching element, the above CRE algorithm
produces the same result: the matching element. This is
due to the lack of supporting information that would justify
the choice for the ancestors of the matching element to be
regarded as CREs.
So far we have managed to identify the Coherent Retrieval
Elements from the eXist’s answer list of matching elements
to the CAS topic. However, in order to enhance the effectiveness of our retrieval module we still need to rank these
elements according to their estimated likelihood of relevance
to the information need expressed in the topic. The follow-

In accordance to the above heuristics, if two Coherent Retrieval Elements appear the same number of times in the
answer list, the shorter one will be ranked higher. Moreover, if they have the same length, the ordering sequence
where they appear in the article will determine their final
ranks. In our example, article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] will be
ranked higher than article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3].
The order of importance for the XML-specific heuristics outlined above is based on the following observation. As it is
currently implemented, less specific (or more general) CREs
are likely to be ranked higher than more specific (or less
general) CREs. However, depending on the retrieval task,
the retrieval module could easily be switched the other way
around. When dealing with the INEX test collection, the
latter functionality proved to be less effective than the one
currently implemented.
Table 3 shows the final ranked list of Coherent Retrieval
Elements for the particular article. (the OR list is shown
in the CRE module in Figure 1). The bdy[1] element does
not satisfy the last heuristic above, thus it is not included
in the final list of CREs. This means that our CRE module could easily be applied without any modifications with
the VCAS retrieval task, where the query constraints are
treated as vague conditions. Moreover, the sec[4] element
will be included in the eXist’s list of matching elements when
the strict OR query is used (the OR list is shown in the
Hybrid list in Figure 1) whereas this element does not appear in the final list of CREs, which on the basis of the
above heuristics makes it not likely to be a highly relevant
element. In that regard, we identify the Coherent Retrieval
Elements as preferable units of retrieval for the INEX CAS
retrieval topics.
We show the positive impact on the XML retrieval effectiveness for the systems that implement our CRE module in the
next section.

Quantisation
function
(in inex eval)
strict
generalised

Maximum
retrieved
elements
(per article)
100
100

eXist
matching
elements

eXist-CRE
Coherent
elements

Hybrid
matching
elements

Hybrid-CRE
Coherent
elements

Zettair
full article
elements

0.0682
0.0625

0.0757
0.0588

0.1926
0.1525

0.2304
0.1465

0.1264
0.0939

Table 4: Average Precision values for different XML retrieval approaches. The values are generated by using
different quantisation function in the inex eval evaluation metric.

4.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

INEX SCAS Retrieval Approaches

This section shows the experimental results for the above
XML retrieval approaches when different quantisation functions and different categories of CAS retrieval topics apply.
Our aim is to determine the most effective XML retrieval
approach among the following:

metrics: inex_eval; quantization: strict
Hybrid-CRE run (Coherent elements) - AvP: 0.2304
Zettair run (full article elements) - AvP: 0.1264
eXist-CRE run (Coherent elements) - AvP: 0.0757

0.8

0.7

• a native XML database approach, using eXist only;

0.6

• a hybrid approach to XML retrieval, using our initial
hybrid system;

0.5

• a native XML database approach with the CRE module applied on the answer list; and
• a hybrid XML retrieval approach with the CRE module applied on the answer list.

Precision

• a full-text information retrieval approach, using Zettair
only;

Hybrid-CRE run
Zettair run
eXist-CRE run

0.4

0.3

0.2

For each of the retrieval approaches above, the final answer
list for an INEX CAS topic comprises (up to) 100 articles
or elements within articles. An average precision value over
100 recall points is firstly calculated. These values are then
averaged over all CAS topics, which produces the final average precision value for a particular retrieval run. A retrieval
run for each XML retrieval approach therefore comprises
answer lists for all CAS topics.

4.1 Comparison of XML Retrieval Approaches
The strict quantisation function in the inex_eval evaluation metric [1] is used to evaluate whether an XML retrieval
approach is capable of retrieving highly relevant elements.
Table 4 shows that in this case our hybrid system that uses
the CRE retrieval module is the most effective. On the other
hand, the plain eXist database is the least effective XML retrieval system. The two previously observed retrieval issues
in the native XML database approach are very likely to influence the latter behaviour. We also observe an 11% relative
improvement for the retrieval effectiveness when our CRE
module is applied with eXist. Moreover, our initial hybrid
system (without the CRE module) improves the retrieval
effectiveness of the plain eXist database by 2.8 times. The
latter behaviour is strongly influenced by the presence of a
full-text information retrieval system in our hybrid system.
Similar improvement for the retrieval effectiveness is exhibited when both eXist and the hybrid system use the CRE
module.
The generalised quantisation function is used to evaluate
the XML retrieval approaches when retrieving elements with

0.1

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Recall

Figure 3: Evaluation of the XML retrieval approaches by using strict quantisation function in
inex eval.

different degrees of relevance [1]. Table 4 shows that in this
case the plain hybrid system (without the CRE module applied) performs best. We furthermore observe that the effectiveness of retrieval systems that use the CRE module is
lower than the effectiveness of the same systems without the
CRE module applied. It is very likely that some marginally
relevant elements are omitted from the list of the resulting
CREs, which, as shown before, is not the case when the
XML retrieval task focusses on highly relevant elements.
Although Zettair alone can not be applied to the CAS retrieval topics in the second category, Table 4 shows that
overall it still performs better than eXist, regardless of which
quantisation function applies. This is rather surprising, and
reflects our previous expectation that for the CAS topics
in the first category Zettair is indeed capable of retrieving
highly relevant articles, whereas the first retrieval issue observed in eXist has a negative impact on its overall effectiveness. On the other hand, both the plain hybrid system

XML retrieval
approach
Hybrid − CRE
Zettair
eXist − CRE

INEX
All
0.2304
0.1264
0.0757

2003 CAS
Article
0.2636
0.3144
0.0736

Topics
Specif ic
0.2083
0.0000
0.0771

Table 5: Average precision values for the XML retrieval approaches over different CAS topic categories. The values are generated by using strict
quantisation function in inex eval.
and the hybrid system with the CRE module furthermore
improve Zettair’s retrieval effectiveness in either case when
strict or generalised quantisation function applies.
The graph in Figure 3 outlines a detailed summary of the
evaluation results for the XML retrieval approaches when
the standard inex_eval evaluation metric using strict quantisation function applies. It shows runs that produce the
best results for each XML retrieval approach, which (except plain Zettair) represent the approaches that apply the
CRE retrieval module. As previously observed, the hybridCRE run performs best, followed by the Zettair run, and
the eXist-CRE run is worst.

4.2 Analysis based on CAS Topic Categories
Our last experiment is based upon the INEX 2003 CAS
topic categories described in Section 2.2. The retrieval effectiveness of the XML retrieval approaches is evaluated
across three CAS topic categories: All topics, Article topics and Specific topics. The strict quantisation function in
inex_eval evaluation metric is used to calculate the average
precision values for each run.
Table 5 shows final results for each XML retrieval approach
evaluated across the three topic categories. For Article topics the Zettair run performs best, outperforming the hybridCRE run and the eXist-CRE run. This is very surprising,
and shows that there are cases where a highly relevant article does not necessarily represent a matching article satisfying logical query constraints. For Specific topics where
Zettair run does not apply, the hybrid-CRE run is roughly
2.7 times more effective than eXist-CRE run. As shown previously, when both CAS topic categories are considered (the
case of All topics), the hybrid-CRE run performs best.

5.

RELATED WORK

Various XML retrieval approaches were used by the participating groups in INEX 2003. These approaches were generally classified as model-oriented and system-oriented [4].
Our group followed the latter approach by using the initial
hybrid XML retrieval system [5]. In an earlier work regarding retrieval from semi-structured documents, Wilkinson [10] shows that simply extracting components from documents likely considered to be relevant to the information
need in a query leads to poor system effectiveness. However, in our INEX 2003 approach we have investigated various extraction strategies with eXist that produced effective
results for CAS topics. The hybrid system with our CRE
module (which we developed since INEX 2003) furthermore
increases the retrieval effectiveness of the initial hybrid XML

retrieval system.
The CSIRO group participating in INEX 2002 proposed a
similar XML retrieval approach where PADRE, the core of
CSIRO’s Panoptic Enterprise Search Engine5 is used to rank
full articles and elements within articles [9]. Unlike many
full-text information retrieval systems, PADRE combines
full-text and metadata indexing and retrieval and is also
capable of indexing and retrieving more specific elements
within articles. A post processing module is then used to
extract and re-rank the full articles and elements within articles returned by PADRE. However, unlike our CRE retrieval
module, the above approach ignores the structural elements
within articles that contain the indexed element. Less specific and more general elements are therefore not likely to
appear in the final answer list.
For the purpose of ranking the resulting answers of XML
retrieval topics, Wolff et al [12] extend the probabilistic
ranking model by incorporating the notion of “structural
roles”, which can be determined manually from the document schema. However, the term frequencies are measured only for the structural elements belonging to a particular role, without taking into account the entire context
where all these elements belong in the document hierarchy.
XRank [2] and XSearch [7] furthermore aim at producing
effective ranked results for XML queries. XRank generally
focuses on hyperlinked XML documents, while XSearch retrieves answers comprising semantically related nodes. However, since the structure of IEEE XML documents in the
INEX document collection does not typically meet the above
requirements, neither of them (without some modifications)
could be used in a straightforward fashion with the CAS
retrieval task.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper investigates the impact when three systems with
different XML retrieval approaches are used in the XML
content-and-structure (CAS) retrieval task: Zettair, a fulltext information retrieval system; eXist, a native XML database, and a hybrid XML retrieval system that combines the
best retrieval features from Zettair and eXist.
Two categories of CAS retrieval topics can be identified in
INEX 2003: the first category of topics where full article
elements are retrieved, and the second category of topics
where more specific elements within articles are retrieved.
We have shown that a full-text information retrieval system
yields effective retrieval for CAS topics in the first category.
For CAS topics in the second category we have used a native
XML database and have observed two issues particularly
related to the XML retrieval process that have a negative
impact on its retrieval effectiveness.
In order to address the first issue as well as support a CAS
XML retrieval that combines both topic categories, we have
developed and evaluated a hybrid XML retrieval system that
uses eXist to produce final answers from the likely relevant
articles retrieved by Zettair. For addressing the second issue we have developed a retrieval module that ranks and
retrieves Coherent Retrieval Elements (CREs) from the an5
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swer list of a native XML database. We have shown that our
CRE module is capable of retrieving answer elements with
appropriate levels of retrieval granularity, which means it
could equally be applied with the VCAS retrieval task as it
applies with the SCAS retrieval task. Moreover, the CRE
retrieval module can easily be used by other native XML
databases, since most of them output their answer lists in
article order.
We have shown through the final results of our experiments
that our hybrid XML retrieval system with the CRE retrieval module improves the effectiveness of both retrieval
systems and yields an effective content-and-structure XML
retrieval. However, this improvement is not as apparent as it
is for content-only (CO) retrieval topics where no indication
for the granularity of the answer elements is provided [6].
The latter reflects the previous observation that the XML
retrieval task should focus more on providing answer elements relevant to an information need instead of focusing
on retrieving the elements that only satisfy the logical query
constraints.
We plan to undertake the following extensions of this work
in the future.
• Our CRE module is currently not capable of comparing the ranking values of CREs coming out of answer
lists that belong to different articles. We therefore
aim at investigating whether or not additionally using
Zettair as a means to rank the CREs coming out of
different answer lists would be an effective solution.
• For further improvement of the effectiveness of our hybrid XML retrieval system, we also aim at investigating the optimal combination of Coherent Retrieval and
matching elements in the final answer list, which could
equally be applied to CAS as well as to CO retrieval
topics.
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